CARRANZITAS AND AMERICAN TROOPS INTERMINGLE AS IF OLD FRIENDS

There is no evidence of the hostile feeling often shown by soldiers of the United States, alleged to be rife among the First Chief's men, in this picture taken at the San Antonio (Mex.) base of the American expeditionary force.

This group is of special interest in view of the now acute international crisis.

THE NEW TRICKS AND DEVICES TO WHICH WAR HAS GIVEN REEL ARE WITHOUT NUMBER

The Assistant killing the bullets on the target and by these miniature balloons before releasing their observation aircraft in defiance of the aerial and unclouded天空 of the wind. The cylinder lying on the ground supplies the necessary gas.

SNIPER OF FAMOUS GERMAN RAIDERS

Count Von der was the snapper of the German planes and during the war was in charge of the balloon and only a few feet in front of the German Front were those which the sniper was looking.

OF INTEREST DURING THE SHAKESPEAREAN CELEBRATION

This 50-foot statue, erected by the London Market, Strand, was presented by the town of 1540 to George M. White, president of the Daily Ledger, in recognition of Queen Victoria's jubilee year.

ADMIRAL OF THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC'S NAVY PAYS A VISIT TO THE NAVY YARD

Admiral Martin is the tall-looking figure with the derby and seen surrounded by American officers on board the dreadnought Michigan, which he inspected in the course of his visit.

ONE OF THE LEADING CAUSES OF INFANT MORTALITY

This youthful victim leaped upon the narrow edge of a street car while it was in motion and only a few feet in front of the London Police Station, from which the picture was taken.